
MFW Vario Footpeg System Guide

The MFW Vario Footpeg System helps motorcycle riders and passengers find the most ergonomic
riding position by offering adjustable footpeg positions. This is done with various length Vario
extension arms that provide 8 possible rotational positions in a 360 degree radius. The complete
system is made up of 3 pairs of parts: the motorcycle specific Vario Footpeg Mounts for either
rider or passenger positions, the adjustable Vario Extension Arms, and the Footpegs themselves.
Unless you are replacing a component or adding to an existing system, you will need to order all
three parts for this to work on your motorcycle. Here is a quick rundown of the components you
will need to choose from.

Motorcycle Specific Vario Rider or Passenger Footpeg Mounts are model and rider or passenger
specific. Please be sure that the mounts you are looking at fit your make, model, year, and rider
or pillion position.

Adjustable Vario Extension Arms are available in black or silver finish and come in 23mm (0.90in),
30mm (1.18in), 50mm (1.96in) as well as a 6 position adjustable 25-50mm (0.98-1.96in) length
extension arm set. Notches provide positive rotaional positioning in 8 different locations over a
360 degree radius. Due to potential clearance issues, the 50mm and the adjustable 25-50mm
extension arms are suitable for passenger use only.

MFW Footpegs are available in various styles to match your taste as riding style as well as your
choice of black or silver finish.

•MFW MasterSafe Stash  Footpegs  incorporate  a  hidden compartment  and a  special  key  that
allows secret storage of small items or documents. These pegs measure 4in long. Due to thier
length, they are recommended for passenger use only.

•MFW Master Grip Footpegs are CMC machined with pronounced ribs and knurled contact points
to enhance grip. They measure 3.25in long.

•MFW Racing Footpegs measure 3.25in long and are CNC machined with knurled surfaces for grip
and a slanted design to improve clearance.

•MFW Super Grip Footpegs measure 3.25in long and feature vulcanized rubber padding for extra
comfort and grip.

Rely on premium motorcycle foot controls & pegs by MFW if you’re looking for quality and efficiency.

https://www.motorcycleid.com/mfw/
https://www.motorcycleid.com/foot-controls-pegs.html

	 

